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SUMMARY

Aspiring product manager with over 2 years of experience in the retail industry. Responsible for planning and 
merchandising over 200 stores across the US. After completing a product management bootcamp offered by 
Upraised, I am looking to further expand and leverage my product senses at an ambitious and fast-paced 
startup.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

As a part of the Product Management course, I had a chance to work on the following problems.
PRD to address the tracking issue faced by customers on Redbus
Deconstructing the User Psychology behind the Wysa app

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Lead Specialist Space and Presentation, Target
Ownership - Currently responsible for merchandising, optimising store floor 
pads, and ensuring timely inventory flow across 8 different departments.
Project Management - Interpreted business strategy and performed end-to-end 
execution using CAD and JDA for over 200 stores across the US.
Stakeholder Management - Collaborated with vendors, stakeholders, and cross 
functional partners to meet business requirements, track SKUs, and solve 
roadblocks pertaining to presentation, inventory, and store planning.
Process Improvement - Analysed data to check for inaccuracies and errors and 
developed strategies to tackle them resulting in a 20% decrease in tickets arising 
from stores, and preventing premature markdowns for products.
Mentorship - Mentored new hires on business specifications and tools.

07/2020 – Present
Bangalore

Internship, NABFINS
Helped in developing an application using ASP .NET that would enable over 50 
employees to claim their festival advance.

12/2019 – 01/2020
Bangalore

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Computer Application, Jyoti Nivas College 2017 – 2020
Bangalore

SKILLS

MS Excel | SQL | Mixpanel | Wireframing | Python | Product Management

Stakeholder Management | Project Management

CERTIFICATES

Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, Udemy | Google Data Analytics Professional Certificate, Coursera

INTERESTS

Tennis | Heavy Metal Music | Reading
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